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PROPOSITIONAL LOGIC PROGRAMMING 
AND THE PRIZ SYSTEM 
G. E. MINTS AND E. H. TYUGU 
D Logic programming is understood as the use of constructive proofs for 
building correct programs. We illustrate the application of this approach 
in the framework of propositional calculus and outline the PRIZ program- 
ming system, which has intuitionistic propositional calculus as its logical 
basis. The relation of the deductive program synthesis to constraint 
propagation and the introduction of parallelism are considered. a 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Logic programming is often thought of as predicate Horn clause programming. 
But, more generally, logic programming means exploiting the basic truth that the 
structure of a “clean” program is similar to a constructive proof of the fact that the 
desired result of the program exists (can be computed). This enables us to use 
results obtained in logic for building correct program schemas or for determining 
schemas of computations. 
There are various ways of using the analogy between structures of proofs and of 
programs. First of all, choosing the resolution principle as proof strategy for 
existence proofs, and performing computations simultaneously with proving the 
existence of results, we come immediately close to PROLOG. (The reason for 
restricting the language to Horn clauses is to ensure greater efficiency of proof 
construction and constructivity of proofs.) This is only one case of logic program- 
ming, though it is the most advanced one. 
An alternative to PROLOG in logic programming is to use natural deduction 
for constructively deriving a formula 
Vx( P(x) -+ 3YNX, Y)) (1) 
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which states that the correct result y exists for any proper initial data X; here P 
and R are respectively pre- and postconditions of the desired program. The pair 
(P, RI is a program specification which must be extracted from a problem specifica- 
tion. This approach is well known among theoretically minded computer scientists 
[2, 91. A lot of work has been done on it in the Soviet Union. We call this approach 
to logic programming deductive program synthesis. 
In the general case of logic programming, the way from a problem to a program 
that solves it is as follows: 
problem specification -+ (theory + goal) + proof -+ program. (*) 
The first step along this way is translating a problem specification from a user 
friendly input language into axioms of a logical language. The axioms, together 
with inference rules for building formal proofs, must constitute a theory which, 
together with the goal, exactly specifies the problem. The second and the most 
complicated step is building a proof of the statement 
“a solution of the problem exists”, 
i.e. of the goal expressed by the formula (1). The last step of the deductive 
program synthesis is extraction of a program from the proof. 
Our idea is that automatic theorem proving can be used efficiently for special 
classes of theories and goals that have restricted language. These classes of 
theories must be found, and special theorem proving techniques must be devel- 
oped. An example is the technique used in the PRIZ programming system [lo] and 
its successors [7, 181, which we are going to discuss. 
To give some impression of PRIZ we compare it with PROLOG. The latter has 
predicate Horn clause logic as its base. Unfortunately, it is impossible to identib 
PROLOG with Horn clause programming in view of the numerous nonlogical 
devices included in PROLOG in order to turn it into a viable programming 
language. The absence of a precise logical semantics of PROLOG has given rise to 
numerous attempts to formalize it [l, 3, 11, 161 but none of them are able even to 
approximate the beauty of the initial idea of logic programming. 
The logical base of PRIZ is completely precise: the planner (program synthesizer) 
of PRIZ is the complete procedure for the intuitionistic propositional calculus. The 
latter is characterized mainly by the constructive use of nested (non-Horn) implica- 
tions. So PRIZ and PROLOG have logically overlapping but different domains, 
although both of them are universal in principle, i.e., each computable function 
can be programmed in each of these systems. 
The intuitionistic propositional calculus is known to be decidable but PSPACE 
complete, and one cannot expect good computational behavior of the planner of 
PRIZ in the worst case. So a programming shortcut (independent subtasks) has 
been introduced to speed up the solution of some problems arising in practice. It 
turns out to be complete [12] for the corresponding fragment of the modal logic S4. 
A different calculus proposed in [5], but not implemented in PRIZ, turns out to be 
equivalent to the modal system S0.5. 
Yet another synthesis strategy in PRIZ allows one to construct recursive pro- 
grams. The formalization of this strategy presented in [13] is obtained by introduc- 
ing some syntactic restrictions on an absolutely inconsistent system (where any 
formula is derivable). Something of this kind was to be expected, since recursive 
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programs can be partial, while any program synthesized according to the previous 
two strategies is (provably) total. In fact the basic rule of the recursive synthesis 
was found by suppressing predicate structure in the familiar schema of transfinite 
induction 
More details and examples of application of this strategy are presented in [14]. 
We start our representation of the PRIZ system with a general description of its 
logical basis in Sections 2 and 3. In Section 4 we describe the nonprocedural part 
of the input language. Section 5 relates deductive program synthesis and constraint 
propagation, and Section 6 treats the introduction of parallelism. 
2. LOGIC PROGRAMMING IN PROPOSITIONAL CALCULUS 
Let us start with a look at the representation of properties of “pieces of programs”, 
i.e. of preprogrammed functions in a problem specification. Having a program with 
precondition P and postcondition R, we can specify it in general by the formula 
(l), which in this case can be considered as a specific axiom in a problem 
specification. 
In the case of PROLOG the same information is represented by means of 
atomic formulas such as, for instance, 
Q(x,Y). 
In principle, such a formula can be used in either of the following ways: 
or 
However, if we accept that the properties of preprogrammed functions are pre- 
cisely represented by their programs and there is no need to specify these 
properties in details by axioms, then we can use simpler formulas as axioms, 
namely 
In this case it can be seen that we remain in the scope of propositional calculus, 
which is much simpler than predicate calculus. Indeed, the last formula is equiva- 
lent to 
3xP(x) + ~YR(Y), 
but 3xPCx) and 3yRCy) are closed formulas. It turns out that during the program 
synthesis we do not need to analyse the structure of these formulas and we can 
denote them simply by propositional variables, for instance, X and Y, obtaining 
axioms of the form 
where X and Y mean respectively “there is a value satisfying P” and “there is a 
value satisfying R”. This formula is an implication “X implies Y”, but we are 
going to use it always in the following sense: “a value y satisfying R can be 
computed from any given value x satisfying P”. 
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We can interpret the same implication as an abbreviation for 
Vx(P(x) -(f(x))), 
or more briefly 
P-y Q, 
which explains the expansion (4) of the implication below. 
A precise representation of the semantics of specifications can be given by 
means of a simple language which is a restricted (but still universal) form of the 
intuitionistic propositional calculus. The propositional variables X, Y, etc. express 
the computability (existence) of values of objects presented by a specification. Let 
us denote the objects by small letters: a, b,x,y, a,, a2,. . . . For any object x we 
introduce a propositional variable X which denotes the computability of x. (X is 
true if x is computable or x already has a value.) The language includes only 
propositional formulas of the following forms: 
xl&*-*&xk-jY, (2) 
or more briefly 
X-Y, 
as well as 
(-u’~~‘)&...&(_u”-,~/“)_,(~_,y), (3) 
or more briefly 
(_u+V)+(&+Y). 
From the computational point of view these implications can be considered as 
functional dependencies. The formula (2) can be read simply “Y is computable 
from X,, . . . , X,“. The formula (3) expresses functional dependency of higher 
order (with a function as argument) and can be read “Y can be computed from & 
and (a function realizing) (_V + V)“. 
To analyse the solvability of the computational problem given by a problem 
statement (1) and to find the applicative structure of the resulting program, only 
the purely propositional structure shown explicitly in (2), (3) is essential. However, 
to write the resulting program in all details, the formulas (2), (3) have to be 





The-functions f, F in (41, (5) are realizations of (21, (3) respectively. The 
formula (41, for example, means that the realization of Y can be computed from 
the realizations of & by means of f, or that f is a procedure for computing y 
from x. The formula (5) means that the procedure F produces from any functions 
g computing v from u some new function F(g) computing y from x. 
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3. PROGRAM SYNTHESIS 
The synthesizer of PRIZ employs the schema (* 1 above. Input data for the first step 
are produced by the user friendly front end (to be described below) in the form of 
a sequent I + (P - Q> with I (the axioms) being the list of propositional formulas 
(21, (3). The proof is a formal derivation of P + Q from I according to the 
so-called structural synthesis rules (SSR) listed in Appendix 1. Its structure and 
the search strategy are best illustrated for the case when all axioms in 1 are of the 
form (2). Then one proceeds stepwise by gradually enlarging the set _C of 
computed variables. Initially this set _C for the goal sequent I + P + Q consists of 
P (since its computability is assumed) and the variables given as separate members 
of r:. Each search step simply adds to _C the conclusion Y of a formula (2) if all 
premises Xi,. . . , X, of this formula are already in _C. Then the formula (2) used in 
this way is simply discarded. The goal 1 k P -+ Q is proved if Q is eventually 
included in _C. This proof search can be organized so that it is completed in linear 
time. 
In the case when axioms of the form (3) are present in l?, the proof search is 
more complicated and the resulting system turns out to be equivalent to the 
intuitionistic propositional calculus [14]. 
The third step of the schema (*>, that is, the extraction of the program from a 
constructed proof, uses the same basic ideas as the standard intuitive interpreta- 
tion for the intuitionistic system. Expanded versions (41, (5) of the formulas (2), (3) 
are used here to assign typed lambda terms (realizations) to the axioms from 1, 
which are beginning formulas (leaves) of the proof (tree). Then we can proceed 
with the applications of the rules, assigning realizations to further formulas. This 
assignment (see Appendix 2) uses a well-known device traceable to the Heyting- 
Kolmogorov interpretation of intuitionistic connectives, or more precisely, the 
Kleene realizability [61. The lambda term assigned to the final formula P + Q is 
the schema of the required program. 
4. USER FRIENDLY FRONT END 
Unlike PROLOG, the propositional logic programming language is completely 
unsuitable as an input language for specifying programs. It is a too low level 
language, in which the specification of a program of even moderate complexity may 
contain hundreds of axioms. This is why a special input language is needed. This 
language is intended for writing specifications each of which can be translated into 
a set of axioms which together with the inference rules constitute a theory usable 
for proving the goal. 
In this section we firstly describe the core of an input language. Secondly, we 
present rewriting rules for transforming a specification S written in the input 
language into a set of axioms sem(S) representing the semantics of this specifica- 
tion. 
A specification written in the language is of the form 
a:t, 
where a is a new identifier and t is a type specifier. The latter can be 
(1) a primitive type: numeric or text; 
(2) a name of an object which has already been specified; 
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(3) a structure of the following form: 
(x 1:t1;...; xk : tk[ ; (relations)]), 
where xi : t, are specifications, and “relations” are either equations or 
descriptions of preprogrammed functions, separated by semicolons. 
The specification a : t specifies a new object a with the properties given by t. 
Due to the nested structure of specifications, a hierarchy of objects can be 
declared. In the case of the specification 
x:(x,:t,;...;x k : t, ; (relations)), 
“1, * * * 9 xk are components of x. 
Compound names can be used for naming the components of an object. A 
component a of an object b is called b.a outside of b. If b in its turn is a 
component of an object c, then outside of c the name of the inner object will be 
c.b.a. 
An equation is of the following form: 
4(x i,“‘, xk) =&(x1,.-,x& 
where E,, E, are arithmetic expressions, and xi,. . . , xk are names of objects of 
the numeric type. (Any of xi,. . . , xk may be absent on either side of the equation.) 
A preprogrammed function is represented in the language by its visible part, 
which contains the name of the function and its parameter list. For every 
parameter it is shown in the parameter list whether the parameter is an input 
parameter of the function. The form is in (2), (3) above. 
The rewriting rules for translation of specifications into internal language are 
the following: 
Let t be a primitive type; then sem(x : t) = 0 (the empty set). 
Let II be the set of axioms for the object t, and II: be obtained from II by 
substituting x instead of T for every occurrence of T; then 
sem( x : t) = II:, 
sem(x:(x,:t,;...;x,:t,))={X,&...&X,jX;X-tX,;...;X~X,) 
X.sem( x1 : tl) . f * X.sem( xk : tk), 
where X.sem(x, : ti) denotes the set of axioms obtained from sem(x, : ti> by 
concatenating X. to the left of every name; 
sem(E1(xl,...,xk) =E2(x1,...,xk)) 
={X,&***&Xi+,&-**&Xk+Xiltheequation 
E,(x i,“‘, xk) =&(x1,..., x,,) is solvable for xi} ; 
sem((u+v),x+y(G)) = (0 { ;+kf)}~ 
g being a new parameter representing function for computing v from U; and 
sem(x:(x, : t,;...;x,: t,; R,;...; R,)) 
= sem(x:(x,:t,;...;x,:t,))sem(R,) -..sem(R,), 
where R,, . . . , R, are relations (equations or preprogrammed functions). 
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Instead of x1 : t; . . . ; xk : t we shall write xi,. . . xk : t. 
We shall use equations x = y for any objects x and y of one and the same 
type. 
If t is specified as t : (a : t,; . . . ; b : t,; . . .I, then we shall write 
X : t (a = u,. * .) b = v instead of x : t; x.a = u; . . . ; x.b = v. 
It is easy to see that using the rewriting rules just described and textual 
substitutions (i)-(iii), we can transform any specification into a set of propositional 
formulas of the form (2), (3). We say that this set represents the semantics of the 
specification. 
Example. Consider the following specification: 
matrix : (m : text; 
e : numeric; 
i : numeric; 
i : numeric; 
create : + m(A); 
put : m, i, j, e + m(B) 
get : m, i, j + e(C)); 
This abstract object represents a matrix, and it can be used as an abstract data 
type. Here A, B, and C are names of the programs which are respectively 
realizations of the relations create (the matrix), put (an element e at the place i, j 
in the matrix m), and get (an element from the place i,j in the matrix m). 
Next we specify finding in a matrix the minimal value among maximal elements 
of all rows. First of all we define a concept of maximum: 
max:( 
arg : numeric; 
fun : numeric: 
maxval :numeric; 
(arg -+ fun) + maxval (D)) 
We use here a program D for representing a relation specified by the axiom 
(arg + fun) + maxval. 
This relation binds the maximal value of a function to the function itself, repre- 
sented by the subformula 
arg + fun. 
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The concept of minimum can be specified by using the same program D: 
min : ( 
arg : numeric; 
fun : numeric; 
negfun : numeric; 
minval : numeric; 
maxval :numeric: 
negfun = - fun; 
minval = - maxval; 
(arg + negfun) + maxval (D)). 
And the specification of the desired concept minimax is as follows: 
minimax :( 
value : numeric; 
m : matrix; 
rl:maxarg =m.j, fun =m.e; 
r2 : min arg = m.i, fun = rl.maxval, 
maxval = value). 
Translation of this specification into the propositional language gives us a lot of 
axioms, most of which (33 axioms) describe the structure and equivalences of 
objects. However, the minimax problem can be represented in logical language by 
the following three axioms, where the propositional variables M, I, .Z, E, and 
MAXINROW denote the computability of a matrix, of its number of rows, of its 
number of columns, of an element, and of the maximal element in a row, and the 
variable MINIMAX denotes the computability of the desired result of the problem: 
M&Z&J;E, 
(J+E) max’ MAXINROW, 
( I+ MAXINROW) e MINIMAX. 
IIll” 
These three axioms are a complete specification for synthesizing a program which 
finds the minimal value of maximal elements of rows in a matrix. 
The proof of solvability of this problem is (up to technical details) 
M&Z&J+E (J+E) + MAXINROW 
M & I+ MAXINROW ( I--) MAXINROW) + MINIMAX 
M + MINIMAX 
The complete program of this problem is 
hm.min( hi.max( hj.get(m, i, j))). 
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5. PROPOSITIONAL LOGIC PROGRAMMING AND 
CONSTRAINT PROPAGATION 
Propositional logic programming has some similarity to constraint propagation [171. 
An important special case of constraint propagation, where the constraints are 
equations or functional dependencies, can be efficiently realized in propositional 
logic programming. More precisely, propositional ogic programming with unnested 
implications can be considered as a useful special case of constraint propagation. 
We restrict the usage of any equation E(x,, . . . , x,) = 0 and use it only for 
calculating variables xi for which the equation is uniquely solvable. In this case the 
equation can be considered as a set of functional dependencies xi,. . . , xi-I, 
xi+]7..-,xm -xi which are usable for calculating the variables xi. Obviously, any 
functional dependency with arguments a,. . . , b and with the output variable c can 
be represented in our logical language as the implication 
A&.-* &B--+C. 
Actually, we have used this transformation already in representing the semantics of 
the specification language in Section 4. 
Let us look at an example. Let us use a graphical representation for constraints, 
denoting any constraint by a circle and connecting it with the variables which it 
binds. If we know the direction of data flow for using the constraint, then we 
denote it by an arrow. 
Having a specification written in the specification language of Section 4, for 
instance, 
motion: 
(e, m, f, v, a, t, s : numeric; 
v=a*t; 
s=a*t^2/2; 
s = v * t/2; 
f=m*a) 
we can build a graphical representation of its constraints, i.e. a semantic network 
(constraint network) of this specification as shown in Figure 1. For brevity, only 
one of those constraints which represent the structure of the object “motion” 
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(namely, motion + e) is explicitly represented in Figure 1. Taking into account the 
definition of sem(x : ( * . . >I from Section 4, we can derive all functional dependen- 
cies which are imposed by the structure of the object “motion”: 
e, m, f, v, a, t, s + motion 
motion * e 
motion + m 
motion + f 
motion + v 
motion + a 
motion + I 
motion -+ s. 
Summing up, we have eight functional dependencies for the structure, and three 
functional dependencies for each of the five equations (e.g. v, a + t; v, t + a; 
a, t + v for the equation v = a * t). These give us 23 axioms in our logical language: 
(1) E&M&F&V&A&T&S+MOTION 
(2) MOTION + E 
(23) M&A+F 
There are algorithms with linear time complexity for building solvability proofs 
for goals a,. . . , b --f c and specifications represented as constraint networks, as well 
as for goals A & * - - & B + C and specifications in the form of implications. In this 
sense the two representations [the constraint network and the set of axioms of the 
form (211 are equivalent. 
Things become different as soon as we allow nested implications (31, which 
correspond to higher level functional dependencies. Even then we can use graphi- 
cal notation for constraints, using arrows for showing possible data flow directions. 
For instance, Figure 2 shows the constraint network for the minimax problem of 
Section 4. Dotted lines in Figure 2 show the data flow for implications which are 
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applied only after the data flow along these lines can be established; e.g., minimax 
can be computed from the constraint rl only when it has been proved that 
maxinrow can be computed from a given i. 
In order to demonstrate the proportions between the size of a source text and 
the number of axioms, let us discuss yet another example. Having the concept of 
motion, we are able to specify some problems from physics, for instance, 
“Find the force applied to a pole by a falling mass of 700 kg that falls from a 
height of 3.5 m and pushes the pole 5 cm into the ground.” 
The specification of this problem in the input language is as follows: 
S : (xl : motion m = 700, s = 3.5, a = 9.87; 
x2 : motion m = 700, s = 0.05, v = ~1.~1. 
and the goal is 
-+ SJ2.f. 
These two lines are translated into 55 axioms. This example demonstrates that, 
having accumulated some knowledge in the form of specifications of concepts, we 
can specify problems very briefly. We have made an experiment with students at 
the Tallinn Technological University. We followed the physics course given in the 
first year and specified the concepts in the input language of the propositional ogic 
programming system MicroPRlz [7]. We observed that in order to solve the 
problems in first year physics a student had to learn from one to three new 
concepts weekly. The concepts are typically like “motion”, specified above. All the 
computational problems given to students in physics during the first semester were 
approximately of the same complexity, and each of them was programmed in two 
or three lines. The total number of concepts needed for solving these problems was 
about 30. 
6. PARALLELISM IN PROPOSITIONAL LOGIC PROGRAMMING 
Programs derived in propositional logic programming are well suited for parallel 
execution. We shall use here the similarity of propositional logic programming to 
constraint propagation and data flow to explain parallel processing facilities. 
(1) First of all, we can stratify the set of constraints into layers so that 
constraints of the same layer can be processed in parallel as shown in Fig- 
ure 3. 
(2) Another way of introducing parallelism is to construct communicating 
sequential processes from programs derived from proofs. This approach has 
been investigated in [15] in terms of constraint propagation for the class of 
specifications considered in Section 5. In this case processes are built as 
sequences of functional dependencies. The aim is to build a set of suffi- 
ciently long sequences which can be processed with minimal possible inter- 
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(3) 
FIGURE 3 
action between them. Two processes P, and P2 have been built for the set 
of constraints from Figure 3. The processes P, and P2 can run in parallel, 
but must communicate to pass values of u and u from P, to P2. 
Axioms in the form of nested implications can express data dependencies 
between the arrays and their elements at the same time. This can be used 
for building parallel programs for processing of streams and arrays and has 
been investigated in terms of constraint networks in the paper [8]. Let us 
have arrays al, ~22, and a, the elements of which we denote el, e2, and e 
respectively. Having a program for computing a from al and ~2, we get the 
axiom 
Al&A2-+A. 
We can go into more details and express the dependency of this program on 
the functional dependency of e on el and e2: 
(El&E24E)+(Al&A2+A). 
The program for computing a can be just a control structure, in particular, for 
parallel computations of elements of a from the elements of al and ~2; let us call 
this program par. Having specified a functional dependency el, e2 + e, for in- 
stance, e = sum(e1, e2), we immediately get the specific axioms 
and the whole program pa&urn), which is obtained by A-conversions from the 
more complicated A-term 
Au1 a2.(par( AelAe2sum( el, e2)), al, ~2) 
extracted from the obvious proof by the method of Appendix 2. 
It is more complicated to introduce parallelism into processing of streams. Let 
us have arrays al, ~2, a3 which can be processed as streams, e.g., the ith element 
of a3 depends only on the ith element of ~2, and the latter depends only on the 
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ith element of al. Let us denote by el, e2, e3 the current elements of al, ~2, a3 
respectively. The specific axioms for processing the arrays in this case are as 
follows: 
and the specific axioms for functional dependencies of elements of arrays are 
El z E2, 
E2 3 E3. 
The goal is Al +A3. 
This specification gives a sequential program: 
ha1 ser( Ae2h2( e2), ser( helhl( el), al)) 
which can be simplified to 
Aul(ser(h2))(ser(hl))(ul). 
In order to introduce parallelism in the form of simultaneous application of 
functional dependencies 
el+e2 and e2-,e3 
we must substitute a new axiom 
Al-A3 
sim(fl,f2) 




The inference rules for structural synthesis of programs (SSR) are 
l-x-, v;rl-x - 
Ii--v ’ (+ -), 
where I k-X is a set of sequents for all X in X; 
I- (_u+ v) -+ (&+ Y);rFx;z,_uF v 
r,zt-y , (-,--I, 
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where I +X is a set of sequents for all X in &, and Z,_U k V is a set of sequents 
for all C_U + V), in (_V + V); and 
I,Zl-Y 
I%&-+Y’ (+ +)* 
In fact, the planner of PRIZ uses some additional rules which can be derived 
from the basic ones listed above. For example, in the rule C-t - - ) the rightmost 
_U above the line can be replaced by _W & _V, and _W added below the line. 
APPENDIX 2 
We present here program derivation rules. Taking into account that 
x; Y= (Vs)(X(s) +Y(f(s))) 
and 
(u;“)+%z+Y) 
= (Vg)((V(U(4 + %(4)) + (Vx)(X(.4 + (Y(%)(x))))), 
we can extend the inference rules SSR so that they will contain the rules for 





Y m-xx(s);z,uF v(t) 
r,zt-~(zqh.t)(s)) (+--I, 
r,xi- y(t) 
n-x-y (+ ->. 
Ax.t 
These rules represent the method for constructing a program simultaneously 
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